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The consequence of Samanid's economic, cul-

tural and political growing embodied in

Samanid slipware represents PersianArts in Early
Islamic time completely. Furthermore the vast vari-

ety of survived pieces tempts the attention of

artists, scholars and collectors until the present. In

this era, the invention of slip painting -new tech-

nique of underglazed painting- paves the way for
the spectrum of decorative motifs such as

abstract, inscribed and figurative design. Among

this variety of pattems which introduces the diver-

sity of view during the Samanid era, the calli-

graphic design conveys new expressions and has

extreme contribution inArt's prestige of these ves-

sels. Samanid epigraphic pottery displays the

consociation of two major Islamic art; the new art

of calligraphy with all its delicacy and precision

were used among the decorations of ceramic ves-
sels and on the other hand, achieving the real

place in society, the art of pottery making. also

causes calligraphy to flourish. This companionship
with subtle harmony between deaxation and ves-
sel's form enriches the ceramics' heritage. It indi-

cates not only the cognition and domination of cal-

ligraphers and potters in use of new element for

expressing the society's ideas, needs and values
but also some part of visual principles of Persian

Art. In spite of the importance of Samanid epi-

graphic pottery in understanding of the visual ele,-
ments of Persian calligraphy, most researchers

studied the potteries according to other characters
such as the color and technique, the form and

design and the producing center. In this way the

visual elements have always been noticed under

the influence of the others. The importance of this

earthenwares in the history of Islamic calligraphy

and also the special concern of contemporary

world, make us pay attention to the vacancy of

visual study more than last. In this article the com-

position of inscription is studied in Samanid slip-

ware; meanwhile, for the first time their prevalent

patterns are offered and categorized. At first, the

importance of pottery and especially the Samanid
pottery are described briefly and arso the standard

manner of classifying this ceramics are otltlined.

In the main section, three generai' styles: off this,

composition aTepurposed by surveying 500 round
earthenwares. [n addition, eleven kindsofGID111po-

sition: under the inflwence of these s1¥les are

exploited by considering the states of usii1rgthe

script's ability, which lEad!!kind of them are;dii.titi~

ed intoseveraltypesin terms,of;utiliZin~tflredeli;'"

cacyandbasicruleofcalligrapb~s.uuz:I!r.as <different
type of Kufi, baseline:variatioo" tbe pasitiiv'eamt!!,

negative form of letters (sawed CD!ba¥az), et1i:..

Finally this catep~tir:mn is iltlilst!latad ill a talbie

schematicallwttad is rnmtonly ~ in percebimg.
of Persian;'Wiisl!lal~~Ies. 00t: also effective in

developimg of new ReSearches.. As a whaJe this

article em£OUrages,artists to analyze the ancient

heritage according to their experience and to
ad~ their practice and research simultane-

ously as well.
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